
Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for
Transportation and Highway Safety

Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy

Minutes

Date: December 3, 2003
Location: Delta Centre-Ville Hotel, Montreal
Chair: John Pearson
In Attendance: (See Attachment 1)

1. Welcome and Opening Remarks
Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants. He provided a brief overview of the role
of the Task Force, noting that its meetings are intended to provide a forum for government and
industry representatives to discuss issues related to weight and dimension regulations, and to identify
priorities for resolution of regulatory differences between jurisdictions. He then provided a brief
overview of developments that had occurred since the last national meeting in the fall of 2001.

2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda
Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda which had been
circulated prior to the meeting, and invited comments or corrections. There being none, the agenda
was adopted.

3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments
a) National MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions

i) Status of outstanding recommendations (1997)
Mr. Pearson noted that there were seven remaining recommendations that had been developed in
1997 but which had not yet been adopted as amendments to the national MOU. These were reviewed,
along with the positions of jurisdictions on each (Attachment 2).

Spring Weight Restrictions in Québec
Messrs. Corbin and St. Laurent from Transports Québec provided presentations on the findings of a
recently completed study of the potential impacts of removing spring weight restrictions within the
province (Attachments 3 & 4). Mr. Corbin noted that the study had estimated that the additional
annual trucking costs associated with reducing weights during the spring thaw period were in the
order of $40 million. In his presentation, Mr. St. Laurent noted that the annual savings in pavement
damage due to spring weight restrictions were estimated to be in the order of $50 million. He also
presented an analysis of trucking flows within the province, noting the operational and enforcement
problems which would be faced if weight restrictions were to be applied to only parts of the network.
In concluding the presentation, it was noted that the study had recommended continuing the current
spring weight restriction policies within Québec.

In discussion, Mr. Boyd asked whether the study had addressed the additional transportation costs
faced by Atlantic Canada due to Quebec's spring weight restrictions. Mr. Corbin indicated that this
aspect had not been included in the study. Mr. Pearson noted that the Atlantic Provinces
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Transportation Commission had undertaken an analysis of that kind in 1997, and offered to circulate a
copy of the report.

Mr. Nix asked whether consideration had been given to use of central tire inflation technology (CTI),
and reducing tire pressures during the spring period. Mr. Corbin indicated that this approach had not
been addressed in the study.

In concluding the discussion of the outstanding recommendations, it was agreed that the report of the
Task Force to the Council of Deputy Ministers should indicate that these recommendations remained
relevant to, and supported by, stakeholders.

It was further agreed that continued relevance of the recommendation respecting a weight limit
increase for C Train Doubles would be reviewed by the trucking association representatives with their
respective memberships.

Action: Trucking Associations
ii) Performance criteria

Mr. Pearson noted that the national standards developed in 1988 were based in part on the
application of a series of performance criteria related to vehicle stability, control and manoeuvering,
and that target thresholds of acceptability had been selected for each. He noted that these thresholds
had been used to establish some of the weight and dimension limits contained in the MOU, most
notably the limits placed on internal vehicle dimensions such as tractor and trailer wheelbases,
overhangs and hitch locations.

He reported that the current workplan for the Task Force included a review of the continued
relevance of the performance criteria and thresholds. He drew attention to the background report
"Recommended Regulatory Principles for Interprovincial Vehicle Weights and Dimensions" which
contained descriptions of the criteria and thresholds, and indicated that comments would be
welcomed.

b) Provincial and Territorial Developments

In round table review the following reports were provided:

Prince Edward Island
Mr. MacDonald noted that work was progressing on an initiative to harmonize conditions for
oversize and overweight permits within Atlantic Canada, following on the introduction of uniform
weight and dimension limits within the region. He reported that work was also underway to
harmonize enforcement procedures within the region.

Nova Scotia
In addition to Atlantic regional harmonization efforts, Mr. Stonehouse reported that Nova Scotia had
developed and launched an internet based on-line application process for special permits, which
allowed 24 hour access and automated permit issuance.

New Brunswick
Mr. Goguen reported that New Brunswick was working with the other Atlantic Provinces on
harmonization of special permits. He reported that plans had been announced to four-lane the
remaining section of the Trans-Canada highway through New Brunswick to the Quebec border by
2007. He noted that special permits were being issued for quad axle semitrailers at weights up to
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55,500 kg for transportation of raw forest products. He also reported on a review being conducted of
the weight and dimension restrictions applicable to movement of agricultural equipment.

Quebec:
Mr. Corbin reported that Quebec had recently concluded a research project on the impacts of new
single tire designs on pavements. He also reported that a working group had been established to look
at self-steering axle technologies, in part to address premature tire wear being experienced by some
quad axle configurations. He noted that issuance of special permits over the internet had been
launched in 2002, with the goal of being able to automate issuance of all types of permits. He
reported that weight limit reductions had been introduced for dump trucks, and that reviews were
being undertaken of shipper liability issues and  LCV operations.

Ontario
Mr. Madill provided a short presentation on Phase 3 of Ontario's Weight Reform Project
(Attachment 5). In addition, he reported that Ontario had adopted the Task Force standards for
permits applicable to stinger steer auto carriers, along with the recommended approach to treatment
of overall width limits, in particular for sliding tarp systems. He indicated that the new policy
includes the recommended treatment of exclusion of non-cargo carrying equipment within 10 cm of
the side of the vehicle.

Manitoba
Mr. Catteeuw indicated that there was nothing new to report from Manitoba.

Saskatchewan
Mr. Billington reported that the provinces weight and dimension regulations were currently being
reviewed and redrafted for "clarity", as part of a broader regulatory review initiative. He noted that
the policy on movement of mobile homes had been revised, with widths up to 6.1 metres now
allowed on major highways, and up to 5 metres wide on highways with wide shoulders (after 3 AM).
He also reported that:
- new regulations were being developed for lighting of agricultural equipment
- a review of allowing RV's longer than 12.5 metres was underway
- tridem drive tractors were being permitted in the oil field sector and for movement of non-

divisible loads

Alberta
Mr. Moroz reported that Alberta had encountered difficulties with a sunset clause provision for older
trailers, due in part to remanfacturing of older non-conforming equipment. He reported that special
permits were now being issued for this type of equipment, although the preference in the longer term
was to see non-conforming trailers replaced by new equipment which meets the current regulations.

British Columbia
Mr. Elliot reported that weight and dimension limits for tridem drive tractors had been included in
new regulations. He noted that permits were being issued for operation of straight trucks with tridem
drives. He reported on a project being undertaken with FERIC on use of CTI, and also indicated that
a new permit system had been implemented, including identification of corridors for movement of
mobile homes.
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c) Industry Perspectives and Issues
i) National harmonization issues and priorities

In view of the discussion under Item 3 a) i), no further issues were raised.

ii) Overall Axle/Tire Assembly Width Minimum
Mr. Begin introduced this item on behalf of CTEA, asking for clarification of which jurisdictions
allow 96 inch track width on trailers, and under what conditions.

  
iii) Harmonized Approach to overall length and width dimensions

Mr. Begin also spoke to this item on behalf of CTEA, asking for clarification of provincial and
territorial policies and practices regarding exclusion of devices from measurement of width and
length limit regulations.

In discussion it was agreed a survey of jurisdiction's policies and practices would be undertaken
to obtain answers to the two issues raised by CTEA.

Action: Secretary
All jurisdictions

To assist in developing the survey, Mr. Begin agreed to provide a listing of specific items and
devices which are used or found on the front, rear or sides of vehicles, for which clarification of
policies from each jurisdiction would be helpful.

 Action: Begin/CTEA

iv) Stinger steer truck trailer combinations for Canadian boat manufacturing industry
Mr. Billing spoke to this item on behalf of CTEA and provided a short presentation (Attachment
6) outlining a request for development of special permit conditions for use in Canada which
would mirror the US regulations regarding transportation of boats and camper trailers on stinger
steer truck combinations.

In concluding the discussion it was moved (Billing/Montague) that jurisdictions consider adding
stinger steer configurations to the MOU as a new, commodity specific category, with the same
overall length limits applicable to stinger steer car carriers.

Carried
(Note: Jurisdictional representatives abstained)

v) Wheelbase limits on semitrailers
Mr. Montague introduced this item, drawing attention to the correspondence provided to the
Secretary prior to the meeting (Attachment 7). He indicated that the wheelbases of drop deck and
float trailers often exceed the MOU limit of 12.5 metres, due to the operational requirement to
locate the axles at the rear of the trailer to maximize the available deck space. He noted that
problems had recently arisen with enforcement of wheelbase limits on this type of equipment and
asked that consideration be given to an exemption for specialized trailers such as drop decks and
floats.

Mr. Dolyniuk expressed support for this proposal, noting that all other dimensions on these
trailers comply with the regulated limits. He noted that not all jurisdictions are enforcing the 12.5
metre wheelbase limit on this type of equipment.
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In discussion it was moved (Dolyniuk/Boyd) that the wheelbase limit for specialized trailers such
as double drop decks, step decks and floats be increased to 14.2 metres

 Carried
(Note: Jurisdictional representatives abstained)

In round table review, current practices were reported as follows:

BC - permits are issued for trailers where the kingpin to last axle dimension does not exceed 18.3
metres

AB - wheelbases are not limited for trailers used in heavy haul operations under permit
SK - permits are available for movement of trailers with wheelbases longer than 12.5 metres
MB - wheelbases are not limited for trailers used in heavy haul operations under permit
ON - no wheelbase limits apply on trailers up to 48 feet long
QC  - exemptions are provided from wheelbase limit for low bed trailers and trailers with

removable goose necks
NB - permits are available for longer wheelbase trailers used in movement of oversize or

overweight indivisible loads, and for return trips without loads
NS - same as NB
PEI - wheelbase limit on low bed trailers not enforced

4. Weight Limits on Single Tires
Mr. Pearson introduced this item, noting that a research program had been undertaken by the
University of Laval in 2002, under the sponsorhip of MTQ, on the impact of different tire types on
pavements, including the new generation of wide single tires developed by Michelin. He noted that
the report from Laval had been translated into English and made available with the agenda
materials prior to the meeting.

A presentation was then provided by representatives of Transports Quebec on the research program
undertaken by Laval, the findings of the testing, and the preliminary conclusions regarding the
impact of the single tires on pavement wear (Attachment 8). It was reported that further work and
analysis was needed in this area, but that the initial conclusions were that the weight carried by
single tires would have to be reduced by ~16% to maintain the same impact on pavement as dual
tires.

In discussion, Mr. Rennie commented that the weight carried on axles with dual tires is not usually
shared equally between the tires, and asked whether this factor was considered in the study. Mr.
Beaveridge supported these comments, and added that the strain measurement data collected by the
Laval study was static, noting that the testing done by Virgina Tech measured strain dynamically,
which yielded quite different results.

Mr. Beaveridge reviewed the safety and environmental benefits associated with the new generation
single tires, suggesting that a broader view of the benefits and costs should be taken in
consideration of appropriate weight limits for these tires. He proposed that standards be developed
for these tires which would identify and mark single tires which could be allowed to carry the same
weight as dual tires.

Mr. Madill then provided a brief overview of a paper prepared by the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation on the impacts of single tires (Attachment 9). He noted that the review had
concluded that at axle weights greater than 7300 kg, axles equipped with dual tires appeared to be
less damaging to pavements than those equipped with single tires.
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Mr. Billing commented that a major research report had recently been published in Europe on this
subject (COST 334). He noted that the conclusions suggested that there was little difference
between the impacts of dual or single tires on strong pavements, but that single tires had higher
impacts on weaker roads.

In concluding the discussion it was moved (Beaveridge/Seeley) that the weight limit in the MOU
for single tires be increased from 3000 kg to 4500 kg.

Carried
(Note: Jurisdictional representatives abstained)

5. Tridem Drive Tractors
Mr. Amlin from the Forest Engineering Research Institute provided an overview presentation on the
research, testing and operational experience with tridem drive tractors in western Canada.
(Attachment 10).

In discussion, Mr. Bond commented on his company's interest and experience with the tridem drive
tractor, noting that there were significant improvements in traction, offset in part by slightly higher
fuel consumption. He noted that a proposal had previously been provided by Manitoulin Transport to
adopt common specifications for use of the tridem drive tractor, ideally across Canada, but at least
on regional bases.

In concluding the discussion, it was moved (Sokil/Albrechtsen) that specifications for the tridem
drive tractor be developed which would be acceptable for use across Canada.

 Carried
(Note: Jurisdictional representatives abstained)

6. Quad Axle Semitrailers
Mr. Pearson introduced this subject, noting that common standards for the quad axle semitrailer had
been developed and implemented in Quebec and Ontario in recent years, and that New Brunswick
had begun issuing special permits for specific types of commodities. He asked whether there was
broader based interest in this configuration, in the context of national standards.

In discussion Mr. Dolyniuk commented that growing concerns for the state of highway infrastructure
in western Canada would not make the quad axle trailer and accompanying higher axle weights an
attractive configuration. Mr. Seeley commented that there is interest in seeing broader usage of the
configuration in eastern Canada, particularly for the pulp (wood chip) transportation sector.

7. Liftable Axles  
Mr. Yakimishyn and Mr. Goriuk from KC Components were introduced, and provided a presentation
on the "empty assist" device which had been developed by the company. The
design features and operational characteristics were reviewed. It was noted that the device was
specifically designed to allow axles to be raised only when the trailer was empty. The advantages
and economic benefits of operating empty trailers with fewer axles on the ground were outlined and
discussed.

Following a brief discussion, it was agreed that the presentation materials would be reviewed and
discussed by the jurisdictional representatives.
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8. Trailer Wheelbase Limits
This item was discussed under agenda item 3 above.

9. Other Issues

a. Longer Combination Vehicles
Mr. Moroz noted that a report on the safety performance of LCV operations in Alberta had recently
been released, and was available through the Alberta Transportation web page.

b. Box Length Limit on B Trains
It was noted that there was continued interest from some sectors in increasing the box length limit on
B Train double combinations beyond 20 metres. In discussion, it was noted there would likely be
considerable resistance to any changes which would require an increase in the overall length limit
beyond 25 metres.

c. North American Cargo Securement Standard
Mr. Pearson provided a brief status presentation (Attachment 12) on the implementation of new
cargo securement regulations resulting from the joint Canada/US effort on a North American Cargo
Securement Standard. He reported that the new regulations would come into effect in the US on
January 1, 2004 and that steps were being taken by jurisdictions in Canada to implement the standard
by July 2004. He reported that a training program was being developed to accompany the standard,
and would be available before the end of December.

10. Other Business

a. Shipper Liability
Mr. Sokil commented that steps were needed make shippers responsible for ensuring that containers
are loaded properly and do not exceed the weight limits. Mr. Boyd supported this view, and
suggested that effective shipper liability legislation was required which had real consequences for
violations.

11. Adjournment
There being no further business, participants were thanked for their contributions to a productive
meeting.

Secretary: John Pearson

Date Distributed: January 28, 2004
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Attachment 1:

Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
Meeting - December 3, 2004 Montreal

In Attendance:
Name Affiliation Phone e-mail

Greg Catteeuw Manitoba Transport. & Gov't Services 204-945-3898 Gcatteeuw@hwy.gov.mb.ca
Guy Vaillancourt Transports Québec 418-643-3438 Gvaillancourt@mtq.gouv.qc.ca
Guy Bergeron Transports Quebec 418-643-1652 Gbergeron@mtq.gouv.qc.ca
Gervais Corbin Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Gcorbin@mtq.gouv.qc.ca
Francois Janelle Transports Québec 418-646-7612 Fjanelle@mtq.gouv.qc.ca
Denis St-Laurent Transports Québec 418-643-7740 Destlaurent@mtq.gouv.qc.ca
Melanie Lessard Quebec Trucking Association 514-932-0377 Mlessard@carrefour-acq.org
Fred Nix Consultant 519-941-0225 Frednix@auracom.com
John Billing National Research Council 416-499-3202 Jrbilling@sympatico.ca
Denis Dubois Transport Robert 418-338-2151 Ddubois@robert.ca
Rejean LaFlamme Transport Robert 450-460-1112 Rlaflamme@robert.ca
Jean-Pierre Begin Manac 418-228-2018 Jean-pierre_begin@canamanac.com
Sophie Tremblay QTA 514-932-0377 Stremblay@carrefour.acq.org
Josee Trudelle Gadova Bakery 450-619-2285 Joseetrudelle@gadova.qc.ca
Bertrand Fontaine Brasserie Labatt 514-364-5050 Bertrand.fontaine@labatt.com
Bill Harbour Transport Canada 613-998-1907 Harboub@tc.gc.ca
David Church FPAC 613-563-1441 Dchurch@fpac.ca
Pierre Tremblay Cascades Div Transit 514-252-1866 Ptremblay@cascades.com
Lucie Gingras Cascades Transport 819-363-5800 Lucie_gingras@cascades.com
Alain Boutin Cascades Transport 819-336-5800 Aboutin@cascades.com
Barry Montague Onatrio Trucking Association 416-249-7401 Bmontague@ontruck.org
Lucie Mathieu Abitibi Consolidated 514-394-2390 Lucie-mathieu@abitibiconsolidated.com
Curtis Goriuk KC Components 780-919-4024
Kelly Yakimishyn KC Components 780-991-6878
Tibor Varga Max-Atlas Eg. Int. 450-346-8848 Vargat@max-atlas.com
Greg Bond Manitoulin Transport 705-282-2640 Gbond@manitoulintransport.com
Wilf MacDonald PEI Dept of Transportation 902-368-5222 Wjmacdonald@gov.pe.ca
Don Stonehouse Nova Scotia Dept. of Transportation 902-424-2490 Stonehdo@gov.ns.ca
Denis Goguen N.B. Dept of Transportation 506-453-2802 Denis.goguen@gnb.ca
Brian Rennie Bridgestone/Firestone 905-568-6498 Renniebrian@bfusa.com
Jan Michaelsen FERIC 514-694-1140 Jan-m@mtl.feric.ca
Eric Amlin FERIC 604-228-1555 Eric-a@vcr.feric.ca
John Eric Albrechtsen Pauls Hauling 204-631-4505 Jea@phl.ca
Ralph Boyd APTA 506-855-2782 Rboyd@apta.ca
Bob Dolyniuk MTA 204-632-6600 Bobd@trucking.mb.ca
Bill Sokil Sokil Express 780-479-1955 Edmtrans@telusplanet.net
Bob Billington Sask Hwys and Transportation 306-787-5307 bbillington@highways.gov.sk.ca
Vernon Seeley RST and Sunbury Transport 506-634-4254 Seeley.vernon@sunburytransport.com
Ralph Beaveridge Michelin 450-978-4731 Ralph.beaveridge@ca.michelin.com
Ron Madill Ontario Ministry of Transportation 519-473-6543 Ron.madill@mto.gov.on.ca
John Pearson Council of DM's Secretariat 613-247-9347 Jpearson@magi.com



Attachment 2 - Status of Recommendations Developed Through Task Force Deliberations in 1997

Proposals Endorsed or Addressed - MOU Amended June 1997 (effective July '98) Endorsed or Addressed

Vehicles which are fitted with lift axles be recognized as meeting the "national standards", provided that when the lift axles are raised, all other
requirements are met

Endorsed

The fifth wheel position on the lead trailer of a B Train not be located more than 0.3 meters behind the center of the last axle on the lead semitrailer Endorsed
The minimum wheelbase requirement for all semitrailers, pony trailers and full trailers be standardized at 6.25 m Endorsed
The weight limit caps on the second trailer of A and C train double trailer combinations be eliminated (currently 16,000 kg & 21,000 kg) Endorsed
The national standard for steering axle weight limit on straight trucks should be increased to 7250 kg Endorsed
The maximum hitch offset be standardized for all configurations at 1.8 meters Endorsed
A weight limit cap of 18,000 kg apply to the sum of the lead trailer axle and the converter dolly axle in an A Train. Addressed (cap removed)
The box length limit for truck-pony trailer and truck-full trailer configurations be eliminated Addressed (20 m adopted)
The minimum interaxle spacing between the lead trailer axle and the converter dolly axle be reduced to 2.6 meters for A & C Trains Addressed

(minimum removed)
Proposals Under Review Notes

The designated highway system in the national agreement not be subject to weight limit reductions in the spring thaw period. Study in Québec
The box length limit for A Train Doubles be increased to 20 metres (from 18.5 m) Ontario & Québec opposed
The gross weight limit for eight (or nine) axle B Trains be increased to 63,500 kg
The national standard for the weight limit of all tandem axle configurations with spreads between 1.2 and 1.85 metres should be increased to 18,000 kg. B.C., Sask. & Manitoba

opposed
The national standard for the weight limit of tridem axle groups with spreads from 3.0 m to < 3.6 m should be increased to 24,000 kg Sask. & Manitoba opposed
The national standard for the weight limit of tridem axle groups with spreads from 3.6 to 3.7 meters should be increased to  26,000 kg B.C, Alta, Sask., & Man

opposed
The national standard for the gross vehicle weight limit of 8 axle C Trains should be increased (Range: 60,500 kg to same as B Train)

Proposals Withdrawn Notes

The metric length limit for 53' trailers be set at 16.15 m (instead of the current 16.2 m) U.S Standard to be 16.2 m
The minimum interaxle spacing be reduced from 3.0 metres to 2.7 metres for tractors coupled to tandem axle semitrailers
The national standard for weight limit of tridem axle groups with spreads between 2.4 to < 3.0 m should be increased to 24,000 kg.
The length limit for straight trucks be increased to 14.0 metres (from 12.5 m)
The overall length limit for truck - full trailer combinations be increased to 25 metres
The national standard for steering axle weight limit on highway tractors should be increased (Options: 7250 kg or 9100 kg)
The national standard for the maximum gross vehicle weight limit of truck-full trailer combinations should be based on the sum of allowable axle
weights.
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December 10, 2001
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E : effective rear overhang.
WBs : wheelbase of semi-trailer.
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Effective rear overhang
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Quebec Situation
Effective rear overhang


Stinger-Steer Auto
Carriers


• Most part of Quebec Auto
Carriers accept that the load
overhang limit is included in
the effective rear overhang
limit


• The impact on Stinger-Steer
Van & Truck Carriers is most
important than Stinger-Steer
car carriers .







Stinger-Steer  (MOU)


188 permits


Stinger-Steer


147 permits


Quebec Situation    -     Special Permits







Quebec
proposition


Straight trucks  =  4 m


Tractor + semi-trailer  =  35 % of semi-trailer wheelbase (4,38 m max)


Tractor + semi-trailer + lift truck = 42 % of semi-trailer wheelbase (5,25 m max)


Stinger-Steer Car Carriers  = 4 m or 42 % trailer wheelbase whichever is greater including the load


Definition of Stinger-Steer
Car Carriers effective rear
overhang


= Definition of MOU







High-Mount
???      National Standards for Special Permits     ???







High-Mount
 Requests of Quebec industry


• use same national standards
of stinger steer auto carriers
overall length =  23 m   empty


=  25 m    full


• set the limit of kingpin
Setback at 2,5 to 3 m;


• carry damaged car







Kingpin setback
situation
1,3 m to 2,87 m







Length semi-trailer
situation


MOU definition:  Means the longitudinal
dimension from the front of the cargo
carrying section of the semi-trailer to its
rear, exclusive of any extension in
length caused by equipment or
machinery at the front that is not
designed for the transportation of
goods.







Effective rear overhang
situation


30 % to 62% of wheelbase







High-Mount
Quebec situation


Stinger steer  (MOU) = 188 45%


Stinger steer = 147 35%


High-mount (MOU) =   29   7%


High-mount =   58 13%


Statistic of Special permits:







Quebec proposition


• Evaluate the situation in each administration


• Elaborate National Standards for high-mount


• Modify the length definition in MOU regarding
the extensions of auto-carriers


High-Mount








DLCDLC 1


Direction duDirection du
Laboratoire des chausséesLaboratoire des chausséesQuébec


Transpor t s


Type of Tires :Type of Tires :
Impact on PavementsImpact on Pavements
Rencontre Rencontre interprovincialeinterprovinciale - -


Charges et dimensions des véhiculesCharges et dimensions des véhicules
3 Décembre 20033 Décembre 2003


Fritz Prophète, ing.
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ScopeScope
Testing ProgramTesting Program
Model (Validation)Model (Validation)
Failure criterionFailure criterion
ESAL for ESAL for different different tirestires
Load limits Load limits : : RegulationRegulation
ConclusionsConclusions
FurtherFurther  works recommandedworks recommanded


Presentation outlinePresentation outline
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ScopeScope


ProvideProvide  technical technical informations informations concerningconcerning
pavement pavement responseresponse  withwith  differentdifferent type of type of
tires.tires.
Propose an adaptation to the Propose an adaptation to the regulationregulation
concerning concerning axial axial loadingloading..
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Adapation to road network


Experimental
Program
SERUL


2 testing périod
• Spring: Mai 2002
• Summer: July 2002


4 types of tires tested


Pavement response with
different load


Type of Tires : 
Impact on Pavements 


Strutural pavement analysis


FWD testing
• Spring: Mai 2002


• Summer: July 2002


Pavement response Modeling


Calculated
pavement response


Comparaison with experimental datas


Load limits


Report of experimental study
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100 mm Béton bitumineux


200 mm MG 20


450 mm Bois


480 mm MG 112


1370 mm Till silteux


270 mm Silt sableux


0
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Temperature
probe


Pavement StructurePavement Structure


Silt (fine sand)


Granular Sub-Base


Granular Base


Bituminous layer
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MultiMulti--depth Deflectometerdepth Deflectometer


300 mm


800 mm


1100 mm


2500 mm#1


#2


#3


#4
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optical fibres


Vertical Vertical strain cellstrain cell


Chaus s ě


BÉTON


Pavement
Concrete Epoxy/granular cell


Concrete base
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Tire Tire testedtested


11R22.5


12R22.5


385/65R22.5


455/55R22.5
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Truck Truck usedused for  for testingtesting
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Benkelman beamBenkelman beam test test
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TemperatureTemperature distribution in distribution in
pavement (pavement (springspring))
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Adapation to road network


Experimental
Program
SERUL


2 testing périod
• Spring: Mai 2002
• Summer: July 2002


4 types of tires tested


Pavement response with
different load


Type of Tires : 
Impact on Pavements 


Strutural pavement analysis


FWD testing
• Spring: Mai 2002


• Summer: July 2002


Pavement response Modeling


Calculated
pavement response


Comparaison with experimental datas


Load limits


Report of experimental study
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FWD FWD deflectiondeflection
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R2 = 0,9861
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BaseBase
SubSub base base
Subgrade 


Issue : Calculated 
the tension strain (єt) 


at the bottom of
the bituminous layer


єt


LoadedLoaded pavement  pavement responseresponse
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єt


Fondation etFondation et
sous-fondationsous-fondation
Infrastructure


LoadedLoaded pavement  pavement responseresponse


Issue : Calculated 
the tension strain (єt) 


at the bottom of
the bituminous layer
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WIDE BASE
TIRE DUAL TIRES
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Calculed
Mesured


Comparaison ofComparaison of
calculated deflection calculated deflection vsvs  mesuredmesured
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FailureFailure  criterioncriterion


FatigueFatigue
NNtt  = 10= 1066  ×× ( (εεtt / K) / K)-a-a   ; K = 240  et  a = 3.29   ; K = 240  et  a = 3.29
(Asphalte Institue)(Asphalte Institue)
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RuttingRutting in  in subgradesubgrade or base or base
NNoo=1.077  =1.077  хх 10 101818 ( (εεvv))-4.483-4.483


(Chevron)(Chevron)


FailureFailure  criterioncriterion
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FlowFlow  ruttingrutting
log(log(εεpp / /  εεrr ) = -3.74938 + 0.4262 log(N ) = -3.74938 + 0.4262 log(Noo) + 2.02755 log(T)) + 2.02755 log(T)
(AASHTO 2002)(AASHTO 2002)


FailureFailure  criterioncriterion
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ESALESAL


Ratio Ratio between between the pavement the pavement dammage dammage cause by acause by a
specific load and specific load and a a reference loadreference load..


ESALt =ESALt = Nr Nr / / Nt Nt
NormalizedNormalized ESAL   ESAL  withwith  referencereference  temperaturetemperature


ESALt = FCD × ECAStrESALt = FCD × ECAStr
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FatigueFatigue
dammagedammage
correctioncorrection


factorfactor
FCDFCD


Summer


Spring
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ESALESAL
(fatigue)(fatigue)


Summer


Spring


12R22.5


12R22.5


11R22.5


11R22.5


455/55R22.5


455/55R22.5


385/65R22.5


385/65R22.5 (E
SA


L)
 (E


SA
L)


LOAD (1/2 AXLE) kg
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ESALESAL
((flow ruttingflow rutting))


Summer


 (E
SA


L)


mesured


12R22.5 11R22.5455/55R22.5 385/65R22.5


LOAD (1/2 AXLE) kg
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Combine Combine effecteffect of  of twotwo types of  types of failurefailure
Fatigue Fatigue andand  flowflow  ruttingrutting


SpringSpring
SummerSummer


Fatigue Fatigue and and RuttingRutting in in subgrade subgrade or base or base
SpringSpring
SummerSummer


Combine « ESAL »Combine « ESAL »
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Combine « ESAL »Combine « ESAL »
((FatigueFatigue and flow rutting and flow rutting  ))


11R22.5 = 1.40 ESAL12R22.5 = 1.5 ESAL
385/65R22.5 = 2.30 ESAL455/55R22.5 = 2.20 ESAL


 (E
SA


L)


LOAD (1/2 AXLE) kg


FeFe = ESAL tire type X / ESAL 11R22.5
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SingleSingle
10 000 kg10 000 kg


TandemTandem
1.6 * 10 000 kg1.6 * 10 000 kg


TridemTridem
2.13 * 10 000 kg2.13 * 10 000 kg


Load limitsLoad limits
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LoadLoad  limitslimits
((SummerSummer))


Exemple - Single axialExemple - Single axial
Pneu   11R22.5Pneu   11R22.5                  PPlimitelimite = 10 000 kg    ( = 10 000 kg    (FeFe=1.00)=1.00)
Pneu   12 R22.5Pneu   12 R22.5                PPlimitelimite =  10 000 kg   ( =  10 000 kg   (FeFe=1.00)=1.00)
Pneu 385/65R22.5Pneu 385/65R22.5        PPlimitelimite=    8 400 kg    (=    8 400 kg    (FeFe=1.80)=1.80)
Pneu 455/55R22.5Pneu 455/55R22.5        PPlimitelimite=    8 400 kg    (=    8 400 kg    (FeFe=1.80)=1.80)
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Exemple - Single axialExemple - Single axial
Pneu   11R22.5Pneu   11R22.5                  PPlimitelimite =   8 000 kg    ( =   8 000 kg    (FeFe=1.00)=1.00)
Pneu   12 R22.5Pneu   12 R22.5                PPlimitelimite =   8 000 kg    ( =   8 000 kg    (FeFe=1.00)=1.00)
Pneu 385/65R22.5Pneu 385/65R22.5        PPlimitelimite=    6 700 kg    (=    6 700 kg    (FeFe=1.80)=1.80)
Pneu 455/55R22.5Pneu 455/55R22.5        PPlimitelimite=    6 700 kg    (=    6 700 kg    (FeFe=1.80)=1.80)


LoadLoad  limitslimits
((SpringSpring))
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ConclusionConclusion


WithWith the the same load same load,, Wide Wide-base tire cause-base tire cause
more pavementmore pavement dammage than dammage than a standard a standard
dual tiresdual tires
Fatigue of Fatigue of bituminousbituminous layer  layer isis the  the criticalcritical
« « failurefailure  criterioncriterion » »
The The axle loadaxle load  limitlimit must  must bebe  reducereduce by 16% by 16%
for a for a widewide-base tire-base tire
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PerformPerform a road network  a road network analysisanalysis;;
EvaluationEvaluation of  of FeFe factor  factor for for differentsdifferents
types of types of roadsroads..


Révision of the Révision of the load limits regulationload limits regulation
accordingaccording to the to the benefits benefits for the for the
transportationtransportation industry industry


FurtherFurther  worksworks
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Further worksFurther works


CompleteComplete a data a data analysis from analysis from SERUL SERUL
experimental studyexperimental study to to learn learn more about more about
the "tire-pavement" interface impactthe "tire-pavement" interface impact
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EVALUATION  OF SPRING LOADEVALUATION  OF SPRING LOAD
RESTRICTIONS (SLR) EFFECTSRESTRICTIONS (SLR) EFFECTS


ON PAVEMENTSON PAVEMENTS


Denis St-Laurent, Denis St-Laurent, inging. M.Sc.. M.Sc.
Service des chausséesService des chaussées


2003-12-03
Montréal


Québec
Ministère


des Transports







 PRESENTATION OUTLINE PRESENTATION OUTLINE
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Heavy trucksHeavy Heavy truckstrucks


6


ESAL


4
Truck factor   = Axle weight


Reference axle w.


  22 x  x weightweight  =    =  1616 x d x daamagesmages


AASHTO :AASHTO :
1 ESAL  = 1 single axle of      8 165 kg1 ESAL  = 1 single axle of      8 165 kg


  = 1 tandem axle of  15 200 kg  = 1 tandem axle of  15 200 kg
  = 1 tridem axle of    21 800 kg  = 1 tridem axle of    21 800 kg







Trafic Trafic evaluationevaluation


3,500 counting and classification stations3,500 counting and classification stations
10 Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) scales10 Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) scales
ESALS ESALS calculatedcalculated  withwith ASTM E1318 ASTM E1318
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HeavyHeavy Trafic Trafic during the spring during the spring
periodperiod


ESAL per day ESAL per day ≈≈ 60% of summer 60% of summer
Average truck Average truck ≈≈ LEF 20% LEF 20% smaller (SLR of 15%) smaller (SLR of 15%)
Shipments needs about Shipments needs about ≈≈ 20% less than normal period 20% less than normal period


SLR removal hypothesisSLR removal hypothesis
Average truck load same as summerAverage truck load same as summer
≈≈ 7% less displacements 7% less displacements
Shipments needs about Shipments needs about ≈≈ 20% less than normal period 20% less than normal period


Increase ESALS of 19%  (18 % inside cities)Increase ESALS of 19%  (18 % inside cities)


=> ECONOMY OF THE INDUSTRY
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=> => 19% more ESALS 19% more ESALS per dayper day
          (18% (18% insideinside  citiescities))


If We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)


If We RemoveIf We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)







(2) Pavement Damage(2) Pavement Damage


Pavement


Lifecycle


19% more
ESALS if we
remove SLR







Structural DamagesStructural Damages
    ⇒⇒Wheelpath DistressesWheelpath Distresses







Damages Damages DDuringuring Spring  Spring TThawhaw
1a-Literature (example from AASHTO)1a-Literature (example from AASHTO)


FFromrom all the cases found in literature, spring thaw all the cases found in literature, spring thaw
damages varies from 0.3 to 0.85damages varies from 0.3 to 0.85


20.75
0.7 Dp = ∆PSIthaw


∆PSItotal


Dp1 ≈ 1.45 / 2 = 0.725


Dp2 ≈ 1.3 / 2.2 = 0.55







Damages Damages DDuringuring Spring  Spring TThawhaw
1b-Performance monitoring (H10, 1b-Performance monitoring (H10, FleurimontFleurimont))
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AnnotationsAnnotations
A lot of pavement damaging occurs duringA lot of pavement damaging occurs during
winter thawing eventswinter thawing events


Climatic variability between different yearsClimatic variability between different years


Ability to raise SLR during Ability to raise SLR during eacheach thawing events thawing events,,
including those including those inin winter winter,, would be the ideal of would be the ideal of
beautybeauty


Winter Weight Premiums does not appear as aWinter Weight Premiums does not appear as a
very good featurevery good feature







Falling WeightFalling Weight
DeflectometerDeflectometer


FWDFWD
9 géophones
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Unbound Materials Moduli
Rang Saint-Alexis, Saint-Maurice
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Structural IndicatorsStructural Indicators


εεtt: AC elongation (fatigue cracking): AC elongation (fatigue cracking)
Six models from MTQ laboratorySix models from MTQ laboratory
Models from Norway, Alaska, Shell, AsphaltModels from Norway, Alaska, Shell, Asphalt
InstituteInstitute
Empirical criteria based on SCIEmpirical criteria based on SCI20°C20°C


εεvv: rutting by permanent settlements: rutting by permanent settlements
PSI: AASHTO-1993 modelPSI: AASHTO-1993 model


SNSN11 corrected at 20°C corrected at 20°C







Theoretical Simulation of StructuralTheoretical Simulation of Structural
DamagesDamages
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Theoretical Theoretical simulations (simulations (damagingdamaging))
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Spring Spring damages damages ≈≈ f f ( (summer deflectionsummer deflection))


Allow to use deflection inventory in order to extendAllow to use deflection inventory in order to extend
conclusions for the whole pavement networkconclusions for the whole pavement network


((AdjusteAdjustedd values values to account for actual traffic conditions) to account for actual traffic conditions)
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Dynaflect inventory
ex:  national roads
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Highways 0.08 ( 0.37 x 0.19 )
National roads 0.12 ( 0.63 x 0.19 )
Régional roads 0.14 ( 0.71 x 0.19 )
Collector roads 0.15 ( 0.78 x 0.19 )
Municipal roads 0.14 ( 0.74 x 0.18 )


% life reduction  =  Dp    x ∆ ESALS


Dp = Damages during SLR period


If We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)


If We RemoveIf We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)


A typical A typical kilometkilometerer of  of National RoadNational Road cost 10 000$ per cost 10 000$ per
year to maintain.  The reduced life expectancy of 12%year to maintain.  The reduced life expectancy of 12%
means a minimum annualmeans a minimum annual overcost overcost of 1200 $ per km of 1200 $ per km







Exclusion of the km where
∆IRI ≥ 2:


AUT     3.5 %
NAT 11.2 %
REG 21.6 %
COL 20.1%


trucks


climate


materials


construction


time


Damages not related to heavy vehiclesDamages not related to heavy vehicles











Actual Actual maintenance maintenance costcost of  of thethe
pavement networkpavement network


Class of Cost (k$ / km / year) Network Cost
road LCCA PMS (km) (M$ / y)
Highways 14,5 à 18,1 14,5 3 571     51.8    
National 9,2 à 11,9 9,7 8 843     85.8    
Regional 6,8 à 9,2 4,4 4 535     20.0    
Collector 5,6 à 7,6 5,8 6 382     36.9    


Municipal 9,5 à 12,8 5.8 32 859   190.0   
384.4


Municipal : 5,8 based upon values on collector roads
PMS (Pavement Management System)


PMS costs from Jocelyn Beaulieu, ing. Service Orientations stratégiques
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MTQ :               24.4


MUNICIPAL :   26.9


Highways :  4.2
National :    11.5
Regional :      2.9
Collector :     5.8


TOTAL :             51.3 millions of $


If We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)


If We RemoveIf We Remove
Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)Spring Load Restrictions (SLR)







Sensitivity and reliability within standard deviation of dataSensitivity and reliability within standard deviation of data
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AnnotationsAnnotations


Actual SLR are believed to provides at leastActual SLR are believed to provides at least
about 50 millions of $ per year to the public roadabout 50 millions of $ per year to the public road
administrations administrations (+50 > -40)(+50 > -40)


When comparing with the industry counterpart,When comparing with the industry counterpart,
the Status quo appear as the optimumthe Status quo appear as the optimum
homogeneous solutionhomogeneous solution







Heterogeneous approachesHeterogeneous approaches


EExamplesxamples


Norway:Norway:
SLR :          0SLR :          0  // 12,5  12,5 // 25  25 // 50 %      (removed in 1995) 50 %      (removed in 1995)
Road network divided in three class of permitted loads allRoad network divided in three class of permitted loads all
year long:    6 year long:    6 // 8  8 / 10 metric tons/ 10 metric tons


West of North-America (Canada – USA)West of North-America (Canada – USA)
One slide per month from November 30One slide per month from November 30thth, 1998 to July 1, 1998 to July 1stst,,
1999.1999.







..November 30th, 1998


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
December 10th, 1998


Winter weight premium (+26%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
January 14th, 1999


Weight premium (+26%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
February 11th, 1999


Weight premium (+26%)
Restrictions level 1 (-10%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
March 11th, 1999


Weight premium (+26%)
Restrictions level 1 (-10%)
Restrictions level 2 (-35%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
April 8th, 1999


Restrictions level 1 (-10%)
Restrictions level 2 (-35%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
May 13th, 1999


Restrictions level 1 (-10%)
Restrictions level 2 (-35%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







..
June 10th, 1999


Restrictions level 1 (-10%)
Restrictions level 2 (-35%)


From McLeod, D.R., D. Palsat and A. Clayton (TAC, 2002)







Some problems remainsSome problems remains
EnforcementEnforcement


Complicated to adequately practiceComplicated to adequately practice
Actual enforcement scales mostly on highwaysActual enforcement scales mostly on highways
Increased risk of contraveningIncreased risk of contravening


Needs extensive, network level, monitoring of pavement bearingNeeds extensive, network level, monitoring of pavement bearing
capacity (deflections)capacity (deflections)
Needs harmonisation of a set of predetermined  itinerariesNeeds harmonisation of a set of predetermined  itineraries


Each trucks need to use local roads « Each trucks need to use local roads « before going inbefore going in » and «  » and « afterafter
going outgoing out » of highways » of highways
Carefull study needed in order to avoid showing favouritism or beingCarefull study needed in order to avoid showing favouritism or being
prejudicial to individual interestsprejudicial to individual interests


Increasing restrictions on local roads leads to reduced efficienciesIncreasing restrictions on local roads leads to reduced efficiencies
due to unavoidable exceptions (busses, vehicles of public utilities …)due to unavoidable exceptions (busses, vehicles of public utilities …)


Heterogeneous approachesHeterogeneous approaches







Problèmes subsistants:Problèmes subsistants:
Gestion et contrôle des chargesGestion et contrôle des charges


Plus complexe à appliquerPlus complexe à appliquer
les stations de pesage sont surtout sur les autoroutesles stations de pesage sont surtout sur les autoroutes
Risques accru de contrevenantsRisques accru de contrevenants


Nécéssité d’une auscultation soutenue de la portance sur tout leNécéssité d’une auscultation soutenue de la portance sur tout le
réseauréseau
Nécessité d’harmoniser les principaux itinérairesNécessité d’harmoniser les principaux itinéraires


Les camions doivent utiliser une route secondaire pour entrer etLes camions doivent utiliser une route secondaire pour entrer et
sortir des autoroutessortir des autoroutes
Étude minutieuse requise pour éviter des injustices entre lesÉtude minutieuse requise pour éviter des injustices entre les
différents intérêts individuels des entreprisesdifférents intérêts individuels des entreprises


Des restrictions accrues sur les routes locales veraient leurDes restrictions accrues sur les routes locales veraient leur
efficacité réduite à cause des exceptions inévitables (autobus,efficacité réduite à cause des exceptions inévitables (autobus,
véhicules d’utilités publiques, …)véhicules d’utilités publiques, …)


Restrictions hétérogènesRestrictions hétérogènes







CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
Homogeneous restrictions are recommended …Homogeneous restrictions are recommended …


until the developpement of acceptables solutionsuntil the developpement of acceptables solutions
against the shortcommings of the heterogeneousagainst the shortcommings of the heterogeneous
approachapproach


Enforcement more realistic in practiceEnforcement more realistic in practice
Ensure the same justice for allEnsure the same justice for all
Status quo appears the Status quo appears the optimum homogeneous solutionoptimum homogeneous solution
Maintain status quo until further noticeMaintain status quo until further notice
Consult all the partnersConsult all the partners (municipalities and counties, road (municipalities and counties, road
enforcement services, shippers and industry, other entityenforcement services, shippers and industry, other entity
concerned).concerned).
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The revaluation of the load restrictions in thaw periodThe revaluation of the load restrictions in thaw period


CONTENTS
• Current situation and context
• Studies:


– Study of impact of load restrictions in thaw
period on the economy of the trucking industry


–– Evaluation  Evaluation  ofof spring load spring load restrictions  restrictions effectseffects on on
pavementspavements


• Comparison of the results
• Conclusion and recommandation
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THE THAW PERIOD IN QUEBEC
• Load restrictions are imposed on all the


public roads.
• Transport Minister by order published to the


Gazette establishes zones and dates when
the traffic of vehicles is restricted.


• These dates and zones are beforehand
determined from the readings of about 90
frost tubes scattered on the Quebec territory.
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THE THAW PERIOD IN 2002


Zone 1: in March
11th on May 11th


Zone 2: in March
18th on May 18th


Zone 3: in Marsh
25th on May 25th


These dates can be anticipated or delayed.
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THE LOAD RESTRICTIONS
normal     thaw  %


25,25         22,75 10


41,5         36,5 12


49,5         43,0 12


55,5         48,5 13


62,5         57,5  8
[ X 1000 kg]
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CONTEXT
• Quebec undertook, with the industry and the other


Canadian administrations, the revaluation of load
restrictions on its territory to take into account one
of the recommendations of the Task Force on
Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy.


• This recommandation said:
“ The major interprovincial routes within the designated
highway system of the national agreement should not be
subject to scheduled weight limit reductions in the spring
thaw period.”
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EVALUATIONS
• Realizations of two studies:


– Evaluation of the costs for the economy of the
trucking industry related to load restrictions in thaw
period (external study : Camtech / Génivar)


– Estimation of extra costs for road maintenance if we
remove load restrictions (internal study: Roads
Service department)


• Comparison of the results of both studies
according to various scenarios (time frame,
severity of the limitations, etc.).
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STUDY OF IMPACT OF LOAD
RESTRICTIONS IN THAW


PERIOD ON THE ECONOMY
OF THE TRUCKING


INDUSTRY
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• Collect the point of view of carriers and
shippers;


• Quantify the costs of trucking associated to load
restrictions;


• Identify the main sectors of economic activity
affected;


• Estimate the tonnage of the goods and the
configurations of corresponding vehicles
affected by the limitations;


• Develop a model for several scenarios.


MANDATE AND OBJECTIVES







DEVELOPED MODEL
Kilométrage annuel moyen


par véhicule, 1997
SAAQ 1998


Kilométrage annuel moyen
par véhicule, 1997


SAAQ 1998


Kilométrage moyen par
déplacement, 1995
Enquête CCATM


Kilométrage moyen par
déplacement, 1995
Enquête CCATM


Nombre annuel moyen de
déplacements par véhicule, 1997


Nombre annuel moyen de
déplacements par véhicule, 1997


Proportion des déplacements à
charge maximale, 1995


Enquête CCATM


Proportion des déplacements à
charge maximale, 1995


Enquête CCATM
Nombre annuel de déplacements


à charge maximale, 1997
Nombre annuel de déplacements


à charge maximale, 1997


Durée de la période de dégel
MTQ


Durée de la période de dégel
MTQ


Répartition des déplacements à
charge maximale selon les  groupes


de marchandises, 1995
Enquête CCATM


Répartition des déplacements à
charge maximale selon les  groupes


de marchandises, 1995
Enquête CCATMNombre annuel de déplacements à charge


maximale normale selon la marchandise en
période de dégel, sans tenir compte de


l’effet de demande, 1997


Nombre annuel de déplacements à charge
maximale normale selon la marchandise en


période de dégel, sans tenir compte de
l’effet de demande, 1997


Augmentation ou diminution de la
valeur des expéditions selon


l’industrie (moyenne 1990-1999)
ISQ, d’après CANSIM et


 autres sources


Augmentation ou diminution de la
valeur des expéditions selon


l’industrie (moyenne 1990-1999)
ISQ, d’après CANSIM et


 autres sourcesNombre de déplacements à charge maximale
selon la marchandise en période de dégel,


avec effet de demande, 1997


Nombre de déplacements à charge maximale
selon la marchandise en période de dégel,


avec effet de demande, 1997


Taux d’augmentation du nombre de
déplacements en raison des


restrictions de charge


Taux d’augmentation du nombre de
déplacements en raison des


restrictions de charge
Nombre de déplacements


supplémentaires en période de dégel
Nombre de déplacements


supplémentaires en période de dégel


Nombre de véhicules,
Gonthier, 1997
Gonthier 2000


Nombre de véhicules,
Gonthier, 1997
Gonthier 2000


Nombre annuel total de
déplacements, 1997


Nombre annuel total de
déplacements, 1997


Nombre de déplacements à charge
maximale normale en période de


dégel, 1997


Nombre de déplacements à charge
maximale normale en période de


dégel, 1997


Calculation of
the number of
supplementary
movements
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normal     5,5     18     18        41,5     26,4
thaw         5,5   15,5    15,5      36,5     21,4
reduction    0   14 %    14 %    12 %   19 %


period load   payload       # vehicles
normal 106       26,4 4
thaw 106       21,4 5


BASIC CONCEPT OF THE
MODEL


Period GVW  payload


X 1000 kg
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Variable costs Fixed costs
Vehicles            = 146,53 $ Driver               = 29,12 $
Maintenance       = 152,63 $ Preventive maint.=13,40 $
Driver                 = 166,06 $ Immatriculation= 13,34 $
Fuel            = 145,67 $ Administration   = 61,18 $


610,88 $ 117,05 $
TOTAL : 727,93 $


COST OF A MOVEMENT


Average movement
of 613 km


EXAMPLE
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SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS


A: Annual average mileage by vehicle = 99 366 km
B: Average mileage by movement = 613 km
C: Total number of vehicle = 14 730 vehicles
D: Proportion of movement with maximum load = 26 %
E: Proportion of the year in thaw = 17,3 % (63/365)
F: Payload in normal period = 26 400 kg
G: Payload in thaw period = 21 400 kg
H: Part of the mode of increase of the number of movements = 82 % 
I: Cost of the reference movement = 727,93 $
J: Factor of seasonal and adaptation = 0,914


      Number of movement    increase of the number of vehicles
COST = (A/B) x C x D x E x ((F-G)/G) x H x I x J
COST = 13 710 612 $


EXAMPLE
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TOTAL COST OF THE LIMITATIONS
(model)


Coût estimé par le modèle, restrictions de charge en période de dégel, selon la configuration et le groupe de marchandises, 1997
Camions 5 essieux 6 essieux


B.32
6 essieux


autres
7 essieux
B.44-B.45


Trains B Total %


Bois en longueur, chemins publics 11 127 $ 369 237 $ 26 575 $ 212 662 $ 251 348 $ 35 294 $ 906 243 $ 2,7%
Produits du bois et papier 92 626 $ 3 073 663 $ 221 218 $ 1 770 273 $ 2 092 308 $ 293 803 $ 7 543 891 $ 22,3%
Aliments et boissons 381 577 $ 2 915 283 $ 431 286 $ 4 070 484 $ 659 461 $ 278 998 $ 8 737 089 $ 25,9%
Minéraux, pierres et combustibles 1 054 962 $ 0 $ 21 780 $ 350 824 $ 0 $ 0 $ 1 427 566 $ 4,2%
Métaux 95 987 $ 1 414 221 $ 101 576 $ 796 562 $ 1 081 562 $ 593 760 $ 4 083 668 $ 12,1%
Produits chimiques 0 $ 1 238 216 $ 0 $ 677 247 $ 0 $ 150 478 $ 2 065 941 $ 6,1%
Produits pétroliers 0 $ 856 165 $ 0 $ 428 456 $ 591 635 $ 275 586 $ 2 151 843 $ 6,4%
Pièces d'automobiles 0 $ 842 946 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 842 946 $ 2,5%
Marchandises générales 0 $ 765 906 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 765 906 $ 2,3%
Autres 277 393 $ 2 234 975 $ 169 402 $ 1 705 318 $ 634 699 $ 207 153 $ 5 228 939 $ 15,5%
Coût global 1 913 672 $ 13 710 612 $ 971 837 $ 10 011 827 $ 5 311 012 $ 1 835 072 $ 33 754 033 $ 100,0%
% 5,7% 40,6% 2,9% 29,7% 15,7% 5,4% 100,0%
Notes : 1. Les camions comprennent les bennes à 3 essieux et les citernes à lait mais ne comprennent pas les autres camions porteurs ni les bennes à 2 ou 4 essieux.
            2. Les valeurs comprennent l'industrie du lait.
Source : Calculs du modèle de Camtech / Génivar, référence au tableau F.1.
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IMPACT GLOBAL OF THE
LOAD RESTRICTIONS


Modèle Hors modèle
Augmentation du nombre de déplacements,
configurations les plus touchées (1) 43,1 M$
Effet saisonnier de la demande et correction -9,2 M$
Augmentation du nombre de déplacements
Autres configurations


3,7 M$


Transport hors normes 2,7 M$
Estimations combinées 40,3 M$


(1) Estimé par le modèle, sans effet saisonnier de demande et avant ajustements.
Source : Tableau F.1, annexe F.


This cost represents 0,7 % of the Quebec market of the trucking.








Ontario Vehicle Weight &
Dimension (VW&D) Reforms


Phase 3


Safe, Productive,
Infrastructure-Friendly Vehicles


Task Force on VW&D Policy December 2003
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VW&D in Ontario
• Ontario allows:


– heavy axle and gross weights
– unlimited axles (including lift-axles)


• Resulting vehicles:
– extremely productive
– safety concerns
– excessive road and bridge damage
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VW&D Reforms
• 4-phase project:


– different group of vehicles addressed in each
– Phases 1 and 2 already implemented


• Purpose is to:
– identify vehicles that are Safe, Productive


and Infrastructure-Friendly   (SPIF)
– cause a migration to SPIF vehicles
– deal fairly with existing vehicles
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VW& D Reforms - Phases
Phase 1 – non-dump semi-trailers (3 axles)


Phase 2 – dump semi-trailers (all axle 
configurations)


Phase 3 – non-dump semi-trailers (4+ axles)
    - all double trailers


Phase 4 – tractors, straight trucks, pony/pup
trailers
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Phase 3 – SPIF Vehicles


• Alternatives to 4+ semi-trailers:
– Self-Steer Quad – already in place


– Self-Steer 5+ axles – to be determined


•  Alternatives of Double Trailers:
– A, B and C-Train – apply Reg 32/94 across


the board
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Consultant Assignment
• NRC contracted to:


– assess state of self-steer axle technology
– identify SPIF candidates to replace 5+ axle
– undertake computer simulations


• existing multi-axle
• candidate alternatives


– propose any necessary full-scale tests to:
• validate simulations
• address performance issues


• Final Report is available at:  www.comt.ca
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State of Self-Steer Axles
• Used successfully for many years in a


relatively narrow range of operations.


• More recently, used in much broader
applications and issues have surfaced.


• Issues are being resolved:
– improved installer / operator understanding
– technical improvements


• Drivers generally happy with handling.
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Computer Simulations
• Based on CCMTA/RTAC tests.  Included:


• Static Rollover Threshold (SRT)
• High Speed Offtracking (HSOT)
• Load Transfer Ratio (LTR)
• Transient High Speed Offtracking (TOT)
• Low Speed Offtracking (LSOT)
• Rear Outswing (RO)
• Friction Demand in Tight Turn (FD)
• Lateral Friction Utilization (LFU)
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Existing Vehicles Tested
• More than 30 configurations identified


with 5 to 8 axle trailers (10 most
common tested)


• Self-Steer Quad was also tested to
provide a benchmark
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Results – Existing Vehicles
• Existing 5+ axle configurations fail


multiple performance measure targets –
even with lift axles ‘properly’ used


• Self-Steer Quad meets all targets
except:
– HSOT – marginally over target
– FD – similar to wide spread tridem
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SPIF Candidates to Replace
5+ Axle Semi-Trailers


• Seven candidate vehicles were examined


• Four semi-trailers
– two 5-axle / two 6-axle
– all with two self-steer axles


• Three 4-axle Tractors + Self-Steer Quad
– Tri-Drive
– Self-Steer Pusher
– Twin Steer
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Simulation Results - Candidates
Three candidates emerge:


• Tri-Drive Tractor / SS Quad Trailer
– better than Tandem / SS Quad


• Two 5-Axle Semi-Trailers:
– meet performance targets, except


• HSOT
• FD


– full-scale testing needed
• validate simulations
• determine significance of missing targets
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Tri-Drive Tractor / Self-Steer Quad


• GVW ~ 61,300 kg
• Tractor:


– tridem spread:  2.4 – 2.8m (21,300 kg)
– wheelbase:  6.6 – 6.8m
– front axle:  min 27% tridem weight
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5-Axle Semi-Trailer (1-1-3)


• GVW ~ 61,500 kg
• Trailer:


– 5 axles load-equalize (7,500 kg each)
– tridem spread 3.0 – 3.1m
– forward self-steer axle minimum 25º cut
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5-Axle Semi-Trailer (1-3-1)


• GVW ~ 61,500 kg
• Trailer: (axle weights same as 1-1-3)


– tridem shifted back to address rear outswing
– minimum steer angle both axles is 20º
– rear axle lock at highway speed
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Next Steps
• Discussion Paper - proposed changes


– opportunity for stakeholder feedback


• Full-scale testing of 1-1-3 and 1-3-1 trailers
– NRC outline of test program complete


• Review of performance measures


• Results of above to be evaluated mid-2004
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North American Cargo Securement Standard


• Joint Canada/United States Initiative
– began in 1993 with co-operative research effort
– development of “standard” spanned 1996 - 1999
– implementation of new regulations nearing completion 


• Goals: Improved highway safety and harmonized 
regulations


• Unique Approach
– open process for government and industry co-operation
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Performance Based Regulation 


What is adequate cargo securement?


Guiding Principle:
• public safety requires that cargo being 


transported on the highway system must remain 
on or within the transporting vehicle under all 
conditions which could reasonably be expected 
to occur in normal driving and when a driver is 
responding to emergency situations, short of a 
crash.
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Performance Criteria


• What are the performance capabilities of modern 
freight vehicles?


• What forces is the cargo subjected to?
– accelerating
– braking
– turning
– vibration
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Performance Criteria


Forward
(braking)


Rearward
(accelerating,
braking in reverse)


Vertical 
(bumps, rough roads)


Sideways
(cornering)
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Performance Criteria - Implications


- the cargo securement system must be capable of 
resisting the forces which would occur with the 
“performance criteria”


- vehicle structures and attachments must be strong 
enough to supply the necessary restraining forces


~ bulkheads, walls, floors, anchor points etc


- the securing equipment must be strong enough to supply 
the necessary restraining forces


~ tiedowns, chains, ratchets, binders, etc
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North American Standard


Provides template for regulations by jurisdictions:
• General Provisions and Requirements
• Specific Securement Requirements by 


Commodity Type
• Definitions
• Referenced Standards
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Specific Commodities


• Logs 
• Dressed Lumber
• Metal Coils
• Paper Rolls
• Concrete Pipe
• Intermodal Containers
• Automobiles, Light Trucks & Vans
• Heavy Vehicles, Equipment & Machinery
• Crushed Vehicles
• Roll-on/Roll-off Containers
• Large Boulders
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Implementation - United States


• rulemaking completed in September 2002
– new regulations came into effect on 


December 26, 2002
– new regulations become mandatory in 


January 2004
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Implementation - Canada


• Draft regulation being prepared by CCMTA
– expected to be completed in November 2003
– objective to prepare regulation which can be 


adopted uniformly across Canada
• ideally by reference to National Safety Code 


Standard 10
– implementation of new regulations is required in 


10 provinces and 3 territories
• Target date for Canadian implementation 


July 1, 2004
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Ongoing North American Coordination


North American Cargo Securement Standard
(Model Regulation - January 2003)


United States
FMCSA Regulations


Canada
National Safety Code Std 10


Provincial and Territorial 
Regulations


Training Program





